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In [1], two Bell inequalities suitable for nonlocality
tests with continuous variables were proposed. In or-
der to test these Bell inequalities, two parties, A and B,
measure 3 observables each, Xj , Yj , or Nj(j = A,B),
and the inequalities read:
(〈XAXB〉+〈YAYB〉)2 +(〈XAYB〉−〈YAXB〉)2 ≤ 〈NANB〉
(1)
(〈XAXB〉+〈YAYB〉)2+(〈XAYB〉−〈YAXB〉)2 ≤ 〈NA〉〈NB〉.
(2)
In the case of modes of the electromagnetic field, Xj and
Yj correspond to two orthogonal quadratures of the elec-
tromagnetic field, and Nj = a
†
jaj to the number operator,
being aj the annihilation operator of the mode j.
However, the inequalities (1) and (2) are not Bell’s
inequalities in the usual sense: there are local classical
models that violate these inequalities. An example of
such a model is a classical source assigning the following
values to the observables:
XA = XB = YA = YB = 1, NA = NB = 0 . (3)
This proves that assumptions on the physical system (or
on the class of local variable models to be excluded) are
made in the derivation of the inequalities.
Indeed, the authors of [1] acknowledge such assump-
tions in their footnote [22], when they state that classical
fields should satisfy
X2j + Y
2
j = Nj . (4)
This deserves three comments:
1. If the constraints (4) are actually inserted in the in-
equality instead of the N , the resulting expressions
cannot be violated by any state [2]. The authors
are aware of this, and this is why they chose to
consider N as an independent measurement. But
then, those constraints are additional criteria, that
the inequalities themselves do not capture.
2. At the abstract level of all possible local variable
models, therefore, one can only claim that the in-
equalities exclude those models that satisfy the con-
straints (4). A careful study may lead to less strict
requirements; but certainly, the inequalities (1) and
(2) will never exclude all possible variable models,
given the explicit counterexample (3).
3. Let us now assume that the measured physical sys-
tem is indeed the electromagnetic field. A clas-
sical field satisfies (4) only if exactly the same
modes are probed when one measures X, Y and
N . Again, one can possibly weaken the assump-
tions. But there is a classical optical implemen-
tation that leads to the local variable model (3):
suppose that X and Y are measured for horizon-
tally polarized light and N for vertically polarized
light; then, one can prepare a horizontally polar-
ized field that gives XA = XB = YA = YB = 1,
which certainly will produce NA = NB = 0.
In summary, the inequalities (1) and (2) proposed in [1]
rule out only a restricted class of local variable models;
or, equivalently, their violation demonstrates nonlocality
only under assumptions about the physical implementa-
tion [3]. In particular, they cannot be used as a device-
independent test: a malicious adversary may engineer a
fake violation with classical means, as demonstrated here.
Finallly, from a positive point of view, the ideas pre-
sented in [1] might be useful in different contexts other
that nonlocality tests. For instance, the fact that the
equality (4) can be violated in quantum mechanics sug-
gests it as a test of quantumness. Indeed, this idea could
be used to obtain quantitative estimates of 〈[X,Y ]〉 (or
〈[a†, a]〉 ), in a similar spirit as in Refs. [4].
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